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ABSTRACT: 

Internet of Things (IoT) incorporates concepts from 

pervasive computing and enables interconnections of 

everyday objects equipped with ubiquitous intelligence, 

which becomes an integral part of the Internet. IoT has 

gained much attention from practitioners and 

researchers around the world, and spawned a wide 

variety of smart automated systems, such as smart 

buildings, smart homes, smart factories, and so on. 

 

Introduction 

Industrial control system (ICS) is a general term that 

encompasses several types of control systems used in 

industrial production, including supervisory control and 

data acquisition (SCADA) systems, distributed control 

systems (DCS), and other smaller control system 

configurations such as programmable logic 

controllers (PLC) often found in the industrial sectors 

and critical infrastructures. 

 

ICSs are typically used in industries such as electrical, 

water, oil, gas and data. Based on data received from 

remote stations, automated or operator-driven 

supervisory commands can be pushed to remote station 

control devices, which are often referred to as field 

devices. Field devices control local operations such as 

opening and closing valves and breakers, collecting data 

from sensor systems, and monitoring the local 

environment for alarm conditions. 

 

Literature survey 

Four Switches are connected to the RF Encoder. This 

encoded data is transmitted through a RF transmitter 

module. In the receiver side, the RF receiver module 

receives the encoded data and decodes using an RF 

Decoder. This decoded output data is given to transistor 

drivers. Relays are driven using these transistor drivers. 

Up to 7A load can be connected to these loads. In this 

project 433 MHz RF transmitter and receiver modules 

are used. These are ideal for remote control applications 

where low cost and longer range is required. The 

transmitter operates from a1.5-12V supply, making it 

ideal for battery-powered applications. The transmitter 

employs a SAW-stabilized oscillator, ensuring accurate 

frequency control for best range performance. The 

manufacturing-friendly SIP style package and low-cost 

make the STT-433 suitable for high volume applications. 

 

 
 

Drawback: Any one can operate these loads by using 

switches 

 

Proposed system 

We are implementing an authorized access to operate the 

loads/lights in a community/industry. This is to avoid 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Control_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SCADA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distributed_control_system
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unauthorized controlling of heavy machinery in an 

industry. This is implemented using Finger print module. 

Images of the authorized persons should be scanned and 

then the loads can be controlled using switches by them.  

 

Here we are using a technology known as Internet of 

things (IoT), in which we can have information 

wirelessly about the appliances which are controlled by 

authorized person by communicating IoT module with 

the controlling system. The main system of the project is 

ARM7 LPC2148 microcontroller to which all input 

outputs are interfaced. The input to system is Finger 

print module and outputs are LCD,IoT ESP8266 and 

loads. The ARM7 LPC2148 takes input through 

switches and gives output to the loads which are 

interfaced through TRIAC and driver circuit. The status 

of the system is being displayed on LCD.  

 
 

INTERNET OF THINGS 

Internet is helping people to communicate each other 

using different applications 

 

 
 

What if I want to communicate Things Each other using 

Internet? 

Internet of things helps the things to communicate each 

other using IoT module 

 

ESP8266EX 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is the network of physical 

objects or "things" embedded with electronics, software, 

sensors, and network connectivity, which enables these 

objects to collect and exchange data. 
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Different Modules 

 ESP8266(ESPRESSIF) 

 ESP8089 

 ESP6203 

 

 
Wi-Fi module 

ESP8266EX offers a complete and self-contained WiFi 

networking solution; it can be used to host the 

application or to offload WiFi networking functions 

from another application processor. When ESP8266EX 

hosts the application, it boots up directly from an 

external flash. In has integrated cache to improve the 

performance of the system in such applications. 

Alternately, serving as a WiFi adapter, wireless internet 

access can be added to any micro controller-based 

design with simple connectivity (SPI/SDIO or 

I2C/UART interface). ESP8266EX is among the most 

integrated WiFi chip in the industry; it integrates the 

antenna switches, RF balun, power amplifier, low noise 

receive amplifier, filters, power management modules, it 

requires minimal external circuitry, and the entire 

solution, including front-end module, is designed to 

occupy minimal PCB area. ESP8266EX also integrates 

an enhanced version of Tensilica’s L106 Diamond series 

32-bit processor, with on-chip SRAM, besides the WiFi 

functionalities. ESP8266EX is often integrated with 

external sensors and other application specific devices 

through its GPIOs; sample codes for such applications 

are provided in the software development kit (SDK). 

 

Features  

 802.11 b/g/n  

 Integrated low power 32-bit MCU  

 Integrated 10-bit ADC  

 Integrated TCP/IP protocol stack  

 Integrated TR switch, balun, LNA, power 

amplifier and matching network  

 Integrated PLL, regulators, and power 

management units  

 Supports antenna diversity  

 WiFi 2.4 GHz, support WPA/WPA2  

 Support STA/AP/STA+AP operation modes  

 Support Smart Link Function for both Android 

and iOS devices  

 SDIO 2.0, (H) SPI, UART, I2C, I2S, IR Remote 

Control, PWM, GPIO  

 STBC, 1x1 MIMO, 2x1 MIMO  

 A-MPDU & A-MSDU aggregation & 0.4s guard 

interval  

 Deep sleep power <10uA, Power down leakage 

current < 5uA  

 Wake up and transmit packets in < 2ms  

 Standby power consumption of < 1.0mW 

(DTIM3)  

 +20 dBm output power in 802.11b mode  

 Operating temperature range -40C ~ 125C  

 FCC, CE, TELEC, WiFi Alliance, and SRRC 

certified  

 

Pin Definitions 
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AT commands are used to control MODEMs. AT is the 

abbreviation for Attention. These commands come 

from Hayes commands that were used by the Hayes 

smart modems 

 
 

Important AT commands 

 AT+CWLAP    List all the access points 

 AT+CWJAP?+CWJAP=“ssid”, ”password”   

Join Access Point 

 AT+CIFSR     Get IP Address 

 AT+CWMODE?+CWMODE=3     Select the 

respective mode 

 

Wireless IoT improves performance throughout the 

enterprise value chain 

Wireless connectivity is instrumental in the Internet of 

Things era and the use of wireless solutions in industrial 

automation is increasing rapidly at all levels of 

automation systems. Industrial automation systems 

utilize wireless communication to connect remote and 

local facilities and equipment to increase operational 

efficiency. A wireless automation system contains a mix 

of network technologies, equipment and systems 

including enterprise and automation systems, network 

equipment, control devices and field devices. The most 

common wireless technologies in industrial automation 

include cellular, 802.11.x Wi-Fi, proprietary unlicensed 

ISM radio, Bluetooth and 802.15.4 based protocols such 

as WirelessHART, ISA100.11a, WIA-PA and ZigBee. 

Berg Insight estimates that shipments of wireless devices 

for industrial automation applications including both 

network and automation equipment reached 3.7 million 

units worldwide in 2014. Growing at a compound annual 

growth rate of 23.2 percent, shipments are expected to 

reach 12.9 million by 2020. The installed base of 

wireless devices in industrial applications is forecasted 

to grow at a compound annual growth rate of 27.2 

percent from 10.3 million connections at the end of 2014 

to 43.5 million devices by 2020. Wi-Fi is widely used 

for backbone communications as well as in monitoring 

and control applications within factory automation 

where Industrial Ethernet has got a strong foothold. 

Bluetooth is also popular – often as a point-to-point 

wire-replacement between for example a mobile HMI 

solution and a field device or control unit. 802.15.4 

networks are often used to connect wireless sensors and 

instrumentation in process automation. Cellular 

connectivity is typically used for backhaul 

communication between plants, connecting remote 

devices in long haul SCADA applications and for third 

party access to machinery and robots. Most of the major 

vendors of wireless IoT devices in industrial automation 

offer a wide range of devices with various wireless 

technologies in order to support many different 

applications. Global automation solution providers such 

as Emerson, GE, ABB, Honeywell, Schneider Electric, 

Yokogawa and Rockwell Automation are all major 

providers of wireless solutions to the automation 

industry. 

 

As wireless solutions have become increasingly popular, 

more and more major automation equipment and 

solution vendors are offering wireless technology as part 

of their solutions. Eaton is a major provider of Wi-Fi and 

cellular devices for industrial automation applications 
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Major fields of  ESP8266EX  applications to Internet-of-

Things include: 

 Home Appliances  

 Home Automation  

 Smart Plug and lights  

 Mesh Network  

 Industrial Wireless Control  

 Baby Monitors  

 IP Cameras  

 Sensor Networks  

 Wearable Electronics  

 

Software tools 

Embedded C code is compiled in the Keiluvision tool 

 
 

ADVANTAGES: 

 Fit and Forget system  

 Low cost and reliable circuit 

 Less manpower , accurate output. 

 

APPLICATIONS: 

 House hold applications 

 Offices, industries ,Shopping malls 

 

CONCLUSION: 

This project presents a high sensitive Finger print based 

device control. This project is designed and implemented 

with ARM7 in the stream of embedded systems. 

Experimental work has been carried out carefully. The 

proposed method is verified to be highly beneficial in all 

places. 
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